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A problem of image defect detection and redaction in raster and 
vectorized models of graphic images by using an automatic scanner 
technology is considered. Main preprocessing stages of the technology 
and graphic image models are extracted and characterized. Basic 
quality properties of the models are defined and main defect types on 
input preprocessing stages are extracted. A knowledge-based 
approach to defect detection and reduction on the stages is 
considered.

Introduction
Nowadays scanners are widely used to input various graphic documents 

(G-documents) in computer with aim to produce their digital form 
(D-document). It could be effectively done by using an automatic raster scanner 
technology (S-technology) that allows one a fast transformation of raster data 
into a vector form but requires the highly developed techniques to accurately 
recognize all objects of G-document image after input and raster-to-vector 
transformation [1-4]. This process is always connected with numerous defects 
and leads to many errors in recognized information and the obtained 
D-document should be carefully checked at the end.

When G-document is digitized manually, an operator is responsible for the 
final D-document quality and he usually has many specific techniques and 
operations that allow him to provide the required quality of digitized data. 
During automatic G-document processing however the situation is mainly 
different because many intermediate stages are performed by computer 
automatically without deep involvement of an operator. These stages can 
introduce distortions, defects, errors that are collected together after each stage 
and validity of recognized formed D-document in the output could be very far 
from the desired one. Generally, an operator can stop and see the result after 
any operation performing and correct the appeared defects and errors, but it 
would be very desirable to extract and delete them automatically or at least to 
help an operator to find them.

Different aspects of error extraction and correction in digitized data for GIS 
have been considered in [5-6]. From image analysis point of view, questions of 
noise and defect reduction, correctness of symbol recognition have been 
considered in [7,8]. There are very few papers devoted to defect removal of 
D-documents obtained by an automatic input way [9]. Evidently, to obtain a 
valid information in the output, it is necessary to check, detect, remove and 
recover data at every processing stage. It requires developed techniques to 
check and provide data quality at every processing stage.



In this paper, a problem of defect removal in raster and vectorized models 
of images automatically processed G-document in S-technology is considered. 
Main stages and G-document image models of the technology are extracted 
and characterized. Basic quality properties of the models and defect types are 
defined. A knowledge-based approach to defect removal on the stages is 
considered.

1. G-document representations and models in S-technology
As an input, we consider an original G-document (see, Fig. 1) as a set of 

separate layers in hard copies (H-layers). Each H-layer is black-and-white and 
contains objects from three classes (in common): symbols (graphic characters), 
lines and regions.
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Fig. 1. Example of H-layers of G-document

Each H-layer of G-document is represented as a binary raster image, when 
scanned in S-technology and it passes different stages during image 
interpretation. We introduce basic types of G-document image models 
depending on the form of their representation in S-technology. In accordance 
with these models, preprocessing stages of a generalized S-technology of 
digitizing and creating D-document from initial H-layers can be considered as a 
sequence of the following stages [10]:
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where
G is an initial G-document;
D is an output D-document;
G = U h , = {Hi U h 2U  • •. U  Hq} - a set of H-layers in a hard copy 

form that represents an initial G-document and q is a number of all 
H-layers;
l lRi  = {Ri U R zU - U R c,} - a set of raster image models of 

H-layers in a digital raster representation;
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• UVi = {ViUv2U — U vq} - a set of vectorized image models of 
H-layers in terms of graphic g-primitives (points, part of thinned 
connected components bounded by end and node points, contours and 
their characteristics);

• d = U d , = { ^ U P zI L U d , } - a set of vector image models of 
H-layers in a form of the desired output format for a concrete applied 
field;

• {Ehr , Erv ,... } - a set of preprocessing stages in S-technology.

3. Main quality properties
D-document quality is a set of common and specific properties stipulating 

their ability to satisfy certain requirements according to the given assignment 
in an applied system. Our practice in G-document digitizing shows that 
quality for the most D-documents is satisfactory described by such common 
property as information reliability 0(a,p ,y  that includes the following 
basic properties [11]:

• a  - accuracy of metric D-document description means a preciseness of 
extracted object coordinates in accordance to H-layer and it is defined 
by resolution and coordinate measurement error of a scanner and also
by correctness of processing algorithms at every stage in
S-technology;

• p - validity of semantic D-document description means that all
semantic parameters of recognized objects are correctly extracted and it 
is defined by correctness of automatic and interactive recognition, and 
it is provided by procedures of checking, detecting and removing 
defects and errors;

• у - adequacy of D-document to G-document in part of the description 
completeness, which is defined by correctness of every processing stage 
and it is provided by procedures of checking and reduction errors;

• e- cumulativeness as an ability to represent D-document accurately 
and completely in a small volume, which is defined by a scanner 
resolution and a selected representation format at every processing 
stage including a final format;

• 0 - integrity of D-document as a property to be accurate, valid, 
adequate, self-protected from destructions and suitable for usage, 
which is mainly defined at the last processing stage and it is provided 
by known techniques of data base theory.

4. A knowledge-based approach to defect removal
To control D-document quality and remove defects, a combination of 

automatic and interactive techniques is usually used. D-document defect 
removal control means using a set of connected principles, methods, 
algorithms and procedures which realization assures the check, elimination of 
distortions and successive formation of desired D-document quality properties 
at every processing stage in S-technology. The quality check is the first step in
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solving the task of D-document quality control. The second step is elimination 
of distortions and forming desired D-document quality properties. D-document 
quality is defined by the quality of H-layers and also by the quality of all 
image models being processed at every processing stage.

To defect removal we use a knowledge-based approach and realize 
an expert system. A knowledge base of the expert system includes knowledge 
about the typical defect models inherent in the corresponding types of 
image models. These knowledge are formalized in the form of production rules

IF ('P —  defect type)
THEN ( ¥  —  removal procedure type) 

and are placed in the knowledge base of the expert system. During processing, 
these typical defects are identified and eliminated.

5. Image defects
Evidently, to obtain a desired information reliability' in the output, it is 

necessary to check and eliminate distortions in image models of each H-layer 
at every processing stage. It requires developed techniques to check and form 
data quality [9]. Here, we analyze possible errors and distortions that could be 
obtained after input and raster-to-vector transformation stages.

There are a lot of different defects at every S-technology stages. They have 
their peculiarities at the stages. Below defect classification is given for every 
image model.

5.1. Defects o f an initial G-document
D-document quality and processing time depends essentially on quality of 

initial complicated G-document. An initial set of H-layers have usually defects 
that influence on their further processing. There are the following defect types:

• poor quality of the original G-document (see, Fig. 1);
• dirt on the G-document;
• scratches on the G-document;
• and etc.

It leads that binary images obtained after scanning or thresholding usually 
contains noise. Therefore, quality of each H-layer should be improved as 
possible before input.

5.2. Defects in a raster image
The first stage EHR realizes the transformation of graphic information from 

an initial hard copy form II, to a binary image R,. Noise in binary R,-images 
usually consists of the following types (see, Fig. 2):

• isolated pixels of opposite value in image object or background (also 
called salt-and-pepper noise);

• small holes on objects and small spots on image background;
• contour protrusions and intrusions;
• line merging and splitting.

This noise should be eliminated from the image because it can cause substantial 
errors in output data.
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Fig. 1. Noise types on R-image: a) line merging together with 
salt-and-pepper noise, b) line splitting together with 
small holes and spots, c) contour protrusions and 
intrusions.

Therefore, the procedures of improving quality of a scanned image are required. 
However, all the defects, as a rule, cannot be eliminated from binary Rj-images 
and they have an influence to the next stages.

5.3. Defects in a vectorized image.
The second stage ERV realizes a raster-to-vector transformation.
The vectorized image models have usually defects in recognized 

g-primitives that should be checked and corrected. These defects appear due to 
defects and noises on the initial Hr layers and processed Rj-images or 
digitization artifacts. There are following types of the g-primitives defects 
(Fig.3):

• a short branch or a short segment bounded by node and end points (a);
• a gap or sufficiently small distance between two end points of 

successive segments (b);
• a short segment bounded by nodes - the result of thinning (c);
• a short loop (d);
• an isolated segment or a short segment bounded by end points (e).

a) b) c) d) e)

Fig. 2. Defect types after vectorization stage

At the stage ERv it is necessary to form in Vj-image such properties as 
metric accuracy, lower structural noise, cumulativeness. The defects of 
vectorized image should be maximally reduced but all defects, as a rule, are not 
removed at this stage. Therefore at the recognition stage to provide the required
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quality, a system must take into account the possibilities of appearing different 
defects in Vj-images.
Conclusion

In the paper, problem of quality control of D-document creation by using 
S-technology is considered. Main stages of the technology and G-document 
image models are extracted and characterized. Basic quality properties of the 
image models and image model defects are defined. Removal of defects is 
implemented on a knowledge-based approach.

The experiments on processing real topographic H-layers show that the 
proposed approach allows one:

• to extract and reduce a quantity of defects at stage of input and 
preprocessing;

• to increase the percentage of automatically recognized g-primitives and 
to reduce digitizing time due to the reduction of interactive editing 
operations at the last stages.
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